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We are Africa- We must do it!!

PDW – WELCOME

Africanizing the management and 
organizational praxis: Time for ‘SDG’ action



PREMISE OF THIS PDW
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The developments in Africa and the calls to action during the last three

decades have emphasized the importance of taking Africa seriously. Africa

is not the world’s stepchild; it is a resource rich continent in the waiting to

bloom, but someone must start making this happen!

Africanizing organizations, the institutional praxis, and the underlying 
teaching and learning as well as research approaches should inform the 
preparation of the next generation of African leaders. 

What is it that we must do in Africa to shape executive and leading minds?
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NWU Business School‘s AFRICANISATION DRIVE

The way forward will be a purposeful integration of 
Global and African-specific outcomes:

• T&L: Integrating critical cross-field learning 
outcomes and intercultural dimensions into the 
formal curricula of all our teaching and learning 
programmes.

• Research: Designing African and global 
collaborative research initiatives

• Exec Edu/SLPs: Adapting and developing SLPs to 
address the business needs of Africa.

• Collaboration/Networks: Formal and informal 
activities that build a better understanding of and 
relationships with nations beyond our country’s 
borders into Africa and beyond.

We are all 
involved here!

Relevant, Impact, Responsible/Sustainable/Ethical



FOCUS OF PDW
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Collaboration in action!!

This PDW will be organized into three segments:  
1. Brief presentations from the organizers- Setting the scene. These presentations will provide a context for 

Africanization and the SGDs, its meaning, and potential applications to management theory, teaching & 
learning, research and practice. 

2. Group discussions – World Café process with attendees as participants in 3 round Tables A, B and C to 
address specific African pathways aligned with Priority SGDs and developing action plans (SML term) for 
Management Development and Organizational Management praxis.

3.  The deliverables of this PDW: 
1) Prioritised SGDs to action
2) Possible pathways for Africanization of HE curriculum and research focus areas, and 
3) A collaborative action plan developed by attendees in creating academic and/or practice-based 

Africanization projects linked to the priority SGDs focusing on Management and Leadership Development. 



PROCESS TO FOLLOW:
1. Workshop Input 

• Prof Dr Yvonne du Plessis

• Prof Dr Hamid Kazeroony

2. Prof Dr Leenta Grobler- Workshop facilitator- World Café session

3. Feedback and action plans- Table discussion Chairs
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Relevant, Impact, Distinctive, Responsible/Sustainable

PRME focus
COP27

1. 17 SDGs

Prof Yvonne du Plessis

THE 17 SDGs
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AFRICA

AFRICA TAKE ACTION: Relevant, Value adding and Impact

OUR 
FOCUS?

Take 
action!!
WHAT, 
HOW, 
WHO?



Prof Hamid Kazeroony
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WORKSHOP CONTEXTUALIZATION 



1 .  
C o l o n i a l i t y  &  

K n o w l e d g e
9

The calls manifested in the establishment of 
the Africa Journal of Management and 
presidential addresses at AFAM conferences 
asked for new knowledge development by 
Africa (Nkomo, 2017; Zoogah, D. B. (2019) for Africa and 
Africanizing management theory 
development to respond to the demands 
for the effective management of African 
organizations (Nkomo et al., 2015; Nkomo, 2017; Zoogah et al., 
2015; Zoogah, 2019). 

INTRODUCTION
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While Zoogah et al. (2015), Kazeroony
et al. (2016), and Kazeroony et al. (2019)
identified the need for Africanizing
management theory development, Nkomo
et al. (2015) admitted that there are too
many variations in Africa to reach a
consensus about what can be universally
African.

INTRODUCTION

1 .  
C o l o n i a l i t y  &  

K n o w l e d g e
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There is a general awareness that
Western management practices may not be
relevant to African organizations. This
awareness has led to a budding literature
contribution on African management (e.g. Jackson

et al., 2008,; Jackson, 2012, 2015; Kartsen & Illa, 2005; Lutz, 2009; Seny Kan et al., 2015;
Ugwuegbu, 2001; Zoogah et al., 2015; Zoogah & Beugré, 2012).

DEVELOPING DISTINGUISHABLE AFRICANIZING 
MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATIONAL PRAXIS CRITERIA 
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1. finding common threads of decolonization in 
higher education (HE) among African countries, 
indigenous research, and shared cultural artifacts 
help institutionalize knowledge sharing. 

2. address how to address and resolve the 
dichotomies of knowledge production, 
endogeneity, and actors engaged in knowledge 
production. 

3. uncover the etymological roots of management 
praxis and their relevance to Africa as taught in the 
African higher education (Kazeroony & Du Plessis, in press). 

AFRICANIZING MANAGEMENT EDUCATION 
PRAXIS
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e.g., knowledge creation and sharing among African HE 
institutions (Abugre, 2019), incorporating African cultural 
values, such as the concept of ubuntu, into curriculum 
design (Molose, 2019), among many others. 

The transformation necessitates the undertaking of 
connecting management and organizational research to 
field practices, overcoming the postcolonial, neocolonial 
and similar theoretical milieus with a focus on 
sustainable human capital development (Kazeroony et al., 

2016).

POSSIBLE PATHWAYS TO AFRICANIZATION
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1. Group discussions – World Café process with attendees as participants in 3 
round Tables A, B and C to develop deliverables for Management Development 
and Organizational Management praxis.

The deliverables of this PDW are: 
1) Prioritised SGDs to action
2) Possible pathways for Africanization of HE curriculum and research focus 

areas, and
3) A collaborative action plan developed by attendees in creating academic 

and/or practice-based Africanization projects linked to the priority SGDs 
focusing on Management and Leadership Development.

Prof Leenta Grobler

WORKSHOP
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENT:

1. Focus on ONE question per table
2. Be creative, have fun and encourage 

contributions from everyone
3. Record insights visually (doodles, pictures & 

clay models)
4. Role of the chair: 

a. Remain at the table for all 3 rounds
b. Actively listen for patterns & differences 

between the 3 groups
c. After the round consolidate the 

observations and take a picture of the 
status quo after that round

d. Report back on feedback after the 3 
rounds

WORLD CAFE
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For 15 minutes

CONTEXTUALISATION - SDGs

Table A, B & C
• What do you think the top 

5 SDGs are that should be 
prioritized in an African 
Management context

• Why choose a specific SDG?
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For 5 minutes

REPORT BACK

Each chair quickly 
state the 5 SDGs your 
table identified that 
will be the priority 
SDGs for the next 3 

rounds and the 
countries represented 

in your group 
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For 15 minutes

ROUND 1

Table A
• Suggest 5 possible pathways 

for Africanization of HE 
curriculum and research 
focus areas based on the 
SDGs you just prioritized

Table B
• Suggest 5 possible ways of 

influencing management 
practice in Africa, based on 
the SDGs you just 
prioritized 

Table C
• Suggest 5 STRATEGIC 

INTERVENTIONS/ACTIONS 
for collaboration in 
achieving the SDGs you just 
prioritized
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For 15 minutes

ROUND 2

Table A
• Suggest 5 possible pathways 

for Africanization of HE 
curriculum and research 
focus areas based on the 
SDGs you just prioritized

Table B
• Suggest 5 possible ways of 

influencing management 
practice in Africa, based on 
the SDGs you just 
prioritized 

Table C
• Suggest 5 STRATEGIC 

INTERVENTIONS/ACTIONS 
for collaboration in 
achieving the SDGs you just 
prioritized
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For 15 minutes

ROUND 3

Table A
• Suggest 5 possible pathways 

for Africanization of HE 
curriculum and research 
focus areas based on the 
SDGs you just prioritized

Table B
• Suggest 5 possible ways of 

influencing management 
practice in Africa, based on 
the SDGs you just 
prioritized 

Table C
• Suggest 5 STRATEGIC 

INTERVENTIONS/ACTIONS 
for collaboration in 
achieving the SDGs you just 
prioritized
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For 15 minutes

HARVESTING INSIGHT

1. Each Chair (in 5 minutes) 
report back on the trends your 
observed after three 3 rounds 
to answer the question 
assigned to your table

2. Remark on what surprised you 
about your observations
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Prof Yvonne du Plessis

CONSOLIDATION OF OUR PDW



AFAM 6th Biennial conference- Cairo
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Prof Yvonne du Plessis, Prof Hamid Kazeroony, Prof Leenta Grobler & Team

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTRIBUTION

Africanizing the management and 
organizational praxis: Time for ‘SDG’ action
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